The Age of Social Distancing:
5 Lessons for Brands
on esports and Gaming
Hint: Less Stunts, More Strategy
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What we are seeing
in a nutshell:
Interest from the corporate community in esports and gaming is not new.
64% of Canadians consider themselves gamers. 14% of Canadians are
esports fans. Globally, a large roster of tier-1 brands have long had a major
presence in this genre, and in Canada, a number of leading brands have
activated as well. But due to circumstances created by COVID-19, the
cultural conversation around esports and gaming is reignited.
Cancellation of live events and suspension of sports leagues have forced
traditional sponsor brands (and their agencies) with significant media
presence in live broadcasts into contingency planning.
Brands invested in traditional sports are looking for ways to stay connected
with fanbases, and some professional leagues and teams are ramping up
their gaming programming.
Brands who have long considered entering esports and gaming are giving it
a second look as social distancing has led to a significant uptick in gaming
participation, and stream viewership.

Dentsu POV:
The shutdown of professional sports and rise of social distancing provides
brands an opportunity in esports and Gaming – but not without careful
planning and thoughtful messaging. Gamers are sponsor-savvy and know
when they are being treated as “test subjects” by brands who are piloting
initiatives. A single execution during a pandemic won’t cut it. If you plan
to invest, signal staying power to the gaming community and show up for
the long-term.
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The opportunity in esports and gaming:
fans reward brands who invest...

Awareness

18%

I know who the main sponsors are

Opinion

25.3%
23%

31.2%

I feel better about companies who sponsor

Consideration

16%

I am more likely to purchase from sponsors

Loyalty

14%

I am more likely to be loyal to sponsors
Sports fans

27.3%

27.9%

Esports fans

...but brands have entered esports and gaming without a thoughtful and informed
approach and got burned. Gamers have high sponsor recall (they remember you)
and they over-index on ad-blocker usage (they are cynical of brand investment).
Sponsors must create contextual content that speaks in the right tone, interests
gamers, and proves that their brand “gets it”.
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How COVID-19 is impacting
each aspect of the esports
and Gaming landscape
There are many ways into the diverse esports
and gaming ecosystem for a potential sponsor.
Each part of the ecosystem has been impacted
differently by COVID-19.
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Publishers

Publishers create games and sometimes involve themselves with the esports surrounding
their titles
Companies who create new game titles will see an uptick in their player base. Cancellation
of school and WFH have led to more people at home with free time looking to destress.
Thus, there is an opportunity to grow or strengthen the community around their games.
Scheduled new releases for late Q1 and Q2 2020 will also get more attention during this
time (for example, “Call of Duty: Warzone”, a free Battle Royale version of the popular
franchise achieved six million players in 24 hours).
What Brands Can Do:
y Offer special branded discounts on popular online stores (e.g. Steam, Epic Games Store)
to make games more accessible during this time
y Collaborate with publishers to create in-game events that integrate your brand
(cosmetics, custom game modes, etc.)
y More casual titles like Animal Crossing or Sims who have been lauded for their relaxing
and de-stressing qualities may be particularly relevant during this period. Different games
are associated with different moods, and sponsors can create content that references the
overlooked benefits of playing games at this time, especially when those same attributes
are shared by the sponsor (eg: fun distraction, stress relief, meditative, etc.)
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Esports Leagues

Esports Leagues are year-round competitions run by publishers and offer a formalized
and regulated competitive format around game titles
COVID-19 will create downward pressure on new franchised league formats for new
franchised league formats (Overwatch League, Call of Duty League) as significant planning
and investment in live homestands are now no longer executable in this new environment.
However, leagues who can make the fast switch to online broadcasting could capture
higher viewership as people stay indoors and do not have traditional sports entertainment.
For example, one of the most popular titles in the world, League of Legends, has moved
many of their official league play into online-only formats.
What Brands Can Do:
y Branded video contest involving the game title (challenges, highlights)
where winners will be featured during the broadcast
y Digital signage and banners in-broadcast
y Content integration (branded casting desk, MVP award, interviews, etc.)
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Tournaments Organizers

Tournament Organizers host large, one-off esports events through obtaining licenses
for game titles
Event organizers for tournament formats will also face downward pressure in the short-term.
For example, World Gaming – a Canadian-based tournament host – has licenses for a number
of titles – creating opportunities for brands to host virtual tournaments. However, the ability to
utilize their licenses to host compelling online formats is a distinct opportunity. (WorldGaming
has licenses for NBA2K, a potential digital substitute for the NBA which have postponed their
season). Sponsor opportunities are very similar except Leagues offer season-long appearances
whereas event organizers usually host one-off events.
What Brands Can Do:
y Branded online public tournaments for gamers stuck indoors. Give the everyday player
a chance to compete, show their skills, and win prizes
y Sponsor streams where athletes, celebrities and influencers can play in tournaments
to encourage stay-home activities and bring notoriety to tournaments
y Content integration (branded casting desk, MVP award, interviews, etc.)
y Blend sponsorship and philanthropy by hosting special edition online tournaments to raise
money for timely charitable benefactors most impacted by COVID-19. There has been a
rise of “gaming for good” initiatives in recent years and it has something that has become
relevant in gaming circles
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Esports Teams

Esports Teams compete in leagues and events. They attract fans and monetize through prize
winnings, talent management, and content creation
In addition to competing in official, organized and competitive play, many esports teams double
as content creation houses. Organizations with solid fanbases, compelling esports talent, and
capabilities in content creation will have a substantial opportunity in this time. A combination
of these three factors allows these teams to create compelling digital content for consumption.
(100 Thieves have a content house and have signed streamers like Valkyrae and CourageJD to
strengthen their ability to create entertainment content).
What Brands Can Do:
y Custom digital content offering based on brand messaging. This could be a video series
that includes gameplay, skits, vlogs, etc.
y Ongoing branded sponsorship of affiliated players and streamers (digital branding on
livestreams, jersey patch, etc.)
y Offer custom discount codes for streamers and teams under the organization or direct
consumers to e-retail channels the brand is available on
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Streaming Services

Streaming services provide a home for esports and gaming content from companies
and individual creators
Twitch, Mixer, and Youtube Gaming are the most important channels for entertainment for
avid and casual members of the esports and gaming audience. All of these channels include
a wealth of content ranging from gaming personalities who stream on these platforms, to
esports teams, and esports leagues who host formal events on these platforms. The global
audience of quarantined citizens are looking for digital avenues to destress. Twitch viewership
reportedly almost doubled since the same time last year. This channel represents a brand’s
quickest opportunity to go-to-market in gaming.
What Brands Can Do:
y Redirect media spend to the broadcaster of choice to air ads and promotional material
y Create new gaming-focused creative that integrates brand messaging and promotes social
distancing (instead of a night out with friends, a night-in playing games together over the
web and how our product fits into that lifestyle)
y Twitch has Amazon integration for easy redirect to a product page or adding to a wishlist
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Content Creators

Content creators are online celebrities who create entertainment and lifestyle content
around esports and gaming
Gaming personalities will enjoy an uptick in viewership as users stay home. Out of all members
of the landscape, they are the least negatively affected by COVID-19 and can leverage their
capabilities to continue to create compelling online content.
What Brands Can Do:
y Offer access to products and services that ease social distancing
y Sponsor collaborations between game streamers and other celebrities or athletes
with downtime due to suspension of leagues and events
y Conversion using discount codes for e-commerce channels, opportunity to personalize
(e.g. customized product based on content creator’s preferences)
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Overall
Takeaways
for Brands
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1

 ind your unique audience
F
within gaming and esports

Brands looking to get involved must avoid being generic and targeting all “gamers” - be
conscious of where the overlap exists between your target consumer and the various gaming
audiences (demographic, psychographic, behavioral segments) to speak authentically to
this audience. The gaming audience is more diverse than people realize. While many brands
use it as a tool to speak to hard-to-reach 16-24 year old males, there are many distinct
groups. 17% of Canadian esports fans are female. 70% of parents play video games with
their kids at least once per week. This is a mainstream recreational activity with appeal in
a variety of segments. Dentsu has used proprietary research to develop 6 distinct personas
within the world of esports and gaming. All book readers aren’t the same – the audience for
children’s fiction is different than the audience for science-fiction. Gaming is no different.
Find the niche that is relevant to your existing priority audiences.
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2

Unique opportunity to sponsor
esports organizations with
digital content competencies

Many esports teams will attempt to make the shift to developing online content
with their athletes in the absence of formal competitions. Teams are at varying
levels of sophistication here. A well-positioned organization could deliver more
engaging content through synergies in talent and resources (e.g. 100 Thieves
skit style announcement video for their Chipotle partnership has almost reached
200,000 views in four days). Global teams like Faze Clan or 100 Thieves are often
considered best-in-class. Canadian-founded groups like Luminosity Gaming also
have expertise in content creation.

X
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Streaming and gaming
personalities are a safe
bet for integrated content

Proven competencies in content creation and the least disrupted by COVID-19.
Seven out of the ten most-watched channels in March 2020 based on average
total viewer hours are individual streamers. These personalities reach a diverse
gaming audience and offer an authentic individualized channel to communicate
to consumers. There is a unique opportunity for brands to work together with
these figures during this time to raise awareness of social distancing and
responsible behavior. Some streamers are known for lude commentary or trolling.
In a particularly sensitive time, it is important for brands to work with subject
matter experts to vet the right talent for the right message.
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Broadcasters as a substitute
for media dollars

Twitch, Mixer and Youtube gaming are the most direct substitute for mainstream
media dollars previously devoted to sports and events. All have a large, broad,
and growing viewership that offer a variety of advertising inventory. Over the last
week, hours watched on Twitch increased by 10% compared to three months
earlier and is continuing to rise now that people are consuming higher volumes
of entertainment at home. Many of the streaming services are hosting events
and charitable initiatives with all-star talent across disciplines to raise money for
COVID-19. On March 28th, Twitch hosted “Stream Aid 2020”, a livestream event
that lasted all day and included tournaments and appearances and was sponsored
by major brands such as P&G and Verizon. Additional events like it are expected in
the coming weeks and will create more opportunities for brands to use gaming as
a megaphone for a positive social responsibility message.
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5

Show up for the long haul

It is important that brands are not only focused on taking advantage of
the short-term opportunity but have a long-term strategy in place to show
commitment. According to Decoding Canada, a proprietary sponsorship study
by MKTG Canada, a Dentsu agency specializing in sports and entertainment
marketing, esports fans are twice as likely to be loyal to an esports sponsor
than sports fans are to a sports sponsor. Impact is there for those who invest
in the long-term. Brands should focus on sponsoring reoccurring programs for
the highest impact.
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Looking for support
navigating the esports
and gaming landscape
in Canada?
Dentsu’s suite of solutions within esports/gaming
vertical include:
y Esports and gaming strategy development
y Syndicated gaming and esports research products
y Custom research solutions / integration with DDL
Audience Intelligence suite
y Partnership valuation and negotiation
y Gaming streaming services media buying and planning
y Contextual creative within esports
and gaming / Rapid Creative Iteration
y Direct to Consumer / eCommerce Optimization

Dentsu Aegis Network Contact:
Richard Newman

richard.newman@dentsuaegis.com

SVP Growth & Network Development

+1 (416) 727 3503
www.dentsuaegisnetwork.com
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